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As Christian business owners, it
is critical that daily we align our

minds, and spirits towards a solid
foundation to see sustainability

in your business.  
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The Power of Bold Faith

Hebrews 11:1-6

June is letting go of what was, embracing what is, and operating in what God

has prepared to come. What happen’s when you allow God to become your

CEO

Declaration: God is going to be the head and the source of all I am, God gives

me clarity, the ability to hear and obey, as I yield I operate as purpose, as I

have been called by Purpose. 

C- Clarity on who you are, what you have been called to do, and why do you

do it.

E- Execution the instructions given by God 

O- Operate with purpose 
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Scripture of meditation for the month of June.

Hebrews 11: 1-6

1 Now faith brings our hopes into reality and becomes the foundation

needed to acquire the things we long for. It is all the evidence required to

prove what is still unseen. (Now faith…… this clearly allows us to let go of

what was, what we failed to do and embrace the now in the place of faith

which produces.  Scripture allows us to see it brings hope into reality, this

is the place of transformation which must have a solid foundation to hold

on to what we acquire, not only acquire but to acquire the things we have

longed for which let’s us know God heard us, God is hearing us and God is

clearly answering us.  Scripture goes on to remind us we don’t have to

prove, tell, put on public display as it reminds us that our faith is the

evidence to prove what God told us, those dreams, written and spoken

words of declaration shall and will manifest through Faith!)
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2 This testimony of faith is what previous generations[a] were

commended for. 

(It brings us to a place of humility and gratitude and our testimonies will

continue to remind us and condition us for the truth which is God

deserves all of the Glory for our lives.  It leads us to the declaration of

“Our Lives Only For Gods Glory”)

3 Faith empowers us to see that the universe was created and

beautifully coordinated[b] by the power of God’s words! He spoke and

the invisible realm gave birth to all that is seen. (Wheeew this, we long

to be empowered by outside sources but an internal empowerment of

faith, what happens when we can’t make the call or connections, Faith

gives us the ability to see from a different lens, it allows us to embrace in

the power of a decree as it was the decree from God that established the

universe from an unseen place, God said in this month let there be and

we must fill in the blanks according to what and where He has purposed

us)
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4 Faith moved Abel[c] to choose a more acceptable sacrifice to offer God

than his brother Cain, and God declared him righteous because of his

offering of faith. By his faith, Abel still speaks instruction to us today,

even though he is long dead. (We should be moving from Glory to

Glory……. Faith moved Abel, what shift is happening, what is changing

because of the bold power of your faith? To bring an offering of sacrifice

is the belief of Gods word)

5 Faith translated Enoch from this life and he was taken up into heaven!

He never had to experience death; he just disappeared from this world

because God promoted him. For before he was translated to the

heavenly realm his life had become a pleasure to God.[d] (Faith is

translated, Wheew this one almost took me out.  We are often looking

for understanding there is a translation of faith that will take you into

new experiences without turbulence, sweatless victory!  God will shift

you untraced and people won’t even know what happened until you get

there, undetected from drama, undetected from sabotage and chaous.

Having a life that pleases God is a life translated by God that will take

us into dimensions that are promoted by God)
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6 And without faith living within us it would be impossible to please God.[e] For we

come to God in faith[f] knowing that he is real and that he rewards the faith of those

who passionately seek him. (Without faith we are empty, lost, perplexed, broken,

confused, unstable,. Because we are living a life that will not please God.  It is in the

seek that we find Him, that we experience Him and we are rewarded by Him. ) 

We boldly affirm a new level of faith.

My personal June Affirmations

1. I am walking in clarity over desire

2. I am intentional in my daily seek

3. I am adapting to the now place in my life

4. I am embracing who I have become

5. I am walking in greater discernment realising that everyone that is interested is

not eligible

6. I am walking in total obedience, realising it is not all easy but it is all necessary. 

7. I am seeking the calmness of God in my life and my actions

8. I am affirming authenticity in my relationsips 

9. I am a magnet for positive experiences

10. I am going to receive the GOOD help that is given. by God

11. I am learning how to receive 


